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Le Sérail is one of only three factories left still making
genuine Savon de Marseille
in the traditional way; and the path ahead
is slippery in more ways than one…

Above: Julien Boetto,
grandson of Le Sérail
founder Vincent Boetto,
checking the progress
of one of the factory’s
two mixing cauldrons.
The molten mixture
is boiled in a tank for
a week, below, before
being poured into
concrete frames to set
for two weeks, then
hand cut into blocks
and embossed, left
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Words and photographs Toby Glanville
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SAVON DE MARSEILLE

‘It’s a place of pure
wonder, a cross
between rodin’s
studio and the
source of a Duchamp
readymade’

There are holes filled with water in the courtyard. An
orange plastic chair stands over one; a traffic cone sits
inside another. It is raining today in Marseille. It is raining over the soap factory and over Le Quartier Nord. The
area is criss-crossed by flyovers and studded with housing
estates more renowned for drug deals and gun crime than
soap making. Seen from the distant heights of Notre Dame
de la Garde (the city’s monumental cathedral, legendary
protector of her sailors’ lives) the district’s high rises and
barrack-like projects resemble nothing so much as modernist bars of soap themselves.
At closer quarters, the soap factory of Le Sérail – named
after the seraglio, or harem, of an Ottoman palace – stands
hidden behind an olive green gate, its colour a subtle hint as
to what goes on within. And once you find yourself inside,
every footstep taken must be carefully measured, because
the ground beneath your feet is as slippery as an eel on a
shower room floor. There’s a side table and a bicycle; empty
coffee cups, cakes of old soap and ashtrays. You slide up a
metal staircase to the offices and skate onto a yellow tiled floor.
Back in the yard, to your right runs a narrow path next
to a covered area housing wooden racks, each stacked topto-toe with row upon row of naked cubes, all waiting to be
stamped with brass bosses on gloriously archaic, hand-operated machines: ‘Le Serail’; ‘Savon de Marseille’; ‘Extra
Pur 72% D’Huile’; ‘400 Grammes’. You walk on past deep
plastic buckets overflowing with offcuts and negotiate a
narrow greasy spiral staircase at the top of which a long
atelier (its stone farmhouse walls an Auerbachian impasto
of caked and yellowing soap) opens up to reveal the factory’s beating heart: an engine room of two vast cauldrons,
a giant’s den straight out of a Brothers Grimm tale, each
holding eight tons of steaming molten soap mix: water and
sodium hydroxide cut with olive oil in one; vegetable oil
in the other. It’s a place of pure wonder, a cross between
Rodin’s studio and the source of a Duchamp readymade.
On a nearby table, an effigy of the Virgin sits on a brown,
aged plinth of Savon de Marseille. She’s been there,
keeping vigil, since the days when men slung wooden
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planks across the vats to work the mixture: they would
sometimes fall in and drown. Soap is not like water: you
don’t float if you go in. Behind the statue is a tricoleur, leaning at a rakish slant – after the Paris attacks last November,
there was a run on the national flag, but I am assured that
this one has been here for decades. For the record, it should
be noted that the gentle, hardworking spirit of this bustling
factory belies the nervy reality of a country operating under
a State of Emergency; the workforce at Le Sérail represents
Marseille’s myriad ethnicity and is proud of the fact.
Having survived imprisonment in Nazi labour camps
during World War II, Vincent Boetto returned to Marseille to work in a savonnerie. He was to establish Le Sérail
in 1949. At the time there were estimated to be 100 soap
makers across the city. Today, Le Sérail is one of only three
factories left which can claim to be making the real thing,
employing traditional methods such as mixing in tanks.
The industry is afforded no protection by the French government, which means in theory that anybody, anywhere,
can claim with impunity to be making Savon de Marseille.
There are moves to redress the balance by giving it the
same Appellation d’Origine Contrôlée enjoyed by so many
wine producers and cheese makers across the country.
Vincent’s grandson Julien, 25, clearly takes great pride
in his role of master soap maker, and speaks of the process
in terms of watchfulness and nurture (terms which might
well be applied to the industry itself, given the competition
it faces). Looking down into the molten mix that sits for
a week in the tanks, bubbling like magma at 100 degrees,
he likens the process to cooking. The steaming mixture is
eventually poured into concrete frames on the setting room
floor. There it sits for two weeks in silky Fortuny-esque
waves to dry, before being cut, by hand, into manageable
blocks using lengths of wire and wooden staves. Yet smaller blocks are then cut, in order to make the short journey
from embossing machine to packing station.
They’re the last ones, he states, to be making soap in the
artisanal way, from A-Z; nobody else does.
savon-leserail.com

Above: the old
farmhouse walls are
caked in decades
of yellowing soap,
making them
resemble a Frank
Auerbach painting.
Right: the soap
blocks are still
stamped using handoperated machines
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SAVON DE MARSEILLE

Vincent Boetto
established Le Sérail
in 1949, returning
to Marseille having
been imprisoned in
Nazi labour camps in
World War II
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SAVON DE MARSEILLE

Above: an effigy of
the Virgin, sitting
on her own soap
plinth, keeps vigil
over the factory,
beside a photograph
of Le Sérail’s
founder, Vincent
Boetto. Left: master
and apprentice
standing by one of
the factory’s two
embossing machines.
Below: serried ranks
of soap wait to be
stamped with the
company logos
–
With special thanks
to Stephanie Barthe
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